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Considering the strong inhomogeneous spatial polarization and intensity distribution of spontaneous decay
fluorescence due to the Hanle effect, we propose and demonstrate a universe Hanle detection configuration
of electron-shelving method for optical clocks. Experimental results from Ca atomic beam optical frequency
standard with 423 nm electron-shelving method show that a designed Hanle detection geometry with op-
timized magnetic field direction, detection laser beam propagation and polarization direction, and detector
position can improve the fluorescence collection rate by more than one order of magnitude comparing with
that of inefficient geometry. With the fixed 423 nm fluorescence, the improved 657 nm optical frequency stan-
dard signal intensity is presented. And the potential application of the Hanle detection geometry designed for
facilitating the fluorescence collection for optical lattice clock with a limited solid angle of the fluorescence col-
lection has been discussed. This Hanle detection configuration is also effective for ion detection in ion optical
clock and quantum information experiments. Besides, a cylinder fluorescence collection structure is designed
to increase the solid angle of the fluorescence collection in Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard.

PACS numbers: 06.30.Ft, 32.60.+i, 32.70.-n, 32.80.Bx

The Hanle effect, dating back to 19231, has contributed
much in the development of atomic physics and, more
generally, of quantum mechanics. Hanle had first cor-
rectly elaborated the effect named after him in 19242.
Hanle effect is mainly known as a depolarization of res-
onance fluorescence as the Zeeman states of the excited
atomic energy levels become degenerate when an applied
magnetic field is swept through zero. The Hanle effect
has been used to precisely measure the lifetimes of ex-
cited atomic states3–5. Its extension to nonzero magnetic
fields, the level-crossing technique, made possible precise
sub-Doppler measurements of fine and hyperfine struc-
ture separation6,7. It plays an irreplaceable role in mod-
ern atomic spectroscopy7–13. Pierre Cérez et.al. found
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FIG. 1. Relevant Ca energy levels.
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that the optical pumping efficiency as well as the fluores-
cence yield are sensitive to the Hanle effect in the Cesium
beam frequency standard14,15.

In our proposed Ca atomic beam optical frequency
standard16 with the electron-shelving method, we use
423 nm 1S0 → 1P1 transition laser to obtain the 657 nm
1S0 → 3P1 clock transition signal, which is the frequency
standard. Because of the fast cycling transition of the
423 nm transition, we collect the enhanced fluorescence of
the 423 nm transition to improve the signal to noise ratio
of the 657 nm frequency standard signal. However, the
strong influence of the Hanle effect on the fluorescence
collection rate of the electron-shelving method, which
is the most common detection method in current neu-
tral and ion optical clocks17–21, has never been discussed
in Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard16,22, or
the other optical lattice clocks17–20. In this paper, it
is demonstrated that the Hanle effect strongly affects
the detection efficiency of electron-shelving method in
a compact Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard.
We propose and demonstrate a universe Hanle detection
configuration of the electron-shelving method for optical
clocks. The Hanle detection geometry with optimized
magnetic field direction, detection laser beam propaga-
tion and polarization direction, and detector position can
improve the detected fluorescence intensity by more than
one order of magnitude comparing with that of inefficient
geometry in optical clocks. The improved 657 nm optical
frequency standard signal is presented with the optimized
Hanle detection configuration. Besides, we design a flu-
orescence collection structure to improve the solid angle
of the fluorescence collection in Ca atomic beam optical
frequency standard.

Nowadays, the optical lattice clock has achieved 10−18

stability and uncertainty17,18, which is the best perfor-
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mance of optical clocks. With the optimized Hanle de-
tection geometry, a high signal to noise ratio of the fre-
quency standard signal can be achieved with the en-
hanced fluorescence intensity. This will be very help-
ful to further improve the stability of optical clocks17–20.
This Hanle detection configuration is also effective for ion
detection in ion optical clock and quantum information
experiments21,23,24.

In Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard16, we
collect the 423 nm transition fluorescence signal to steer
the 657 nm frequency standard signal. The relevant en-
ergy levels are shown in Figure 1. With the presence
of the magnetic field, the excited state 1P1 is split into
three Zeeman sub-levels. The whole 423 nm fluores-
cence collection system is shown in Figure 2. In Fig-
ure 2, the orientation of the homogeneous magnetic field
is in the x̂−direction. The Ca atomic beam is along
the ŷ−direction. The incident laser travels along the
ẑ−direction and a linear polarization orientation can be
changed in the x̂ − ŷ plane. After the interaction be-
tween Ca atomic beam and 423 nm laser, the photomulti-
plier(PMT) collects the fluorescence radiation along the
x̂−direction. Besides, the polarizer in Figure 2 is only
used for investigating the Hanle effect and absent for the
fluorescence collection in optical frequency standard.

In our preliminary fluorescence collection system,
the cylinder fluorescence collection structure with two
through-holes in the dashed box as shown in Figure 2
is absent. Without the cylinder fluorescence collection
structure, the detected fluorescence intensity of PMT
changed as the linear polarization orientation of 423 nm
laser changed without the polarizer. The maximum flu-
orescence intensity occurred with the ŷ−direction polar-
ization of the detection laser while the minimum intensity
occurred with the x̂−direction polarization of the detec-
tion laser. The detected fluorescence intensity of PMT
changing with 423 nm laser polarization near zero static
magnetic field is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the
detected fluorescence intensity with the ŷ−direction po-
larization of the detection laser is 15.8 times larger than
the detected fluorescence intensity with the x̂−direction
polarization of the detection laser.

With fixed magnetic field orientation and fixed laser
propagation direction, the detected fluorescence intensity
under zero magnetic field changes with the laser polariza-
tion orientation. According to the classical and quantum
theory, the intensity of the fluorescence can be expressed
as6

I(B) = C

∫ ∞

0
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FIG. 2. The Hanle detection configuration. The cylinder
fluorescence collection structure with two through-holes in the
interaction area in the dashed box is added for increasing the
solid angle of the fluorescence collection. Without the cylinder
fluorescence collection structure, the Hanle effect is measured.

FIG. 3. The detected fluorescence signal in different polariza-
tion orientation of the 423 nm detection laser with zero mag-
netic field. The upper blue fluorescence signal is collected
when the polarization orientation of the 423 nm laser is in
the ŷ−direction; The lower red fluorescence signal is collected
when the polarization orientation of the 423 nm laser is in
the x̂−direction; The upper inset is the detected fluorescence
signal as the polarization orientation of the 423 nm laser is in
the ŷ−direction while the magnetic field is 121.6 Gauss. The
lower inset is the detected fluorescence signal as the polar-
ization orientation of the 423 nm laser is in the x̂−direction
while the magnetic field is 121.6 Gauss.
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where I0 is the initial intensity and C is the constant
for the fluorescence collection. Γ is the spontaneous ra-
diation linewidth of the excited state. For the Ca 423
nm transition, Γ = 2π × 34.6 MHz. wL = gJ(µB/h̄)B
is the Larmor frequency and µB = eh̄/2me is the Bohr
magneton. For observing the Hanle effect, we added a
polarizer in front of the PMT. Through a polarizer, α is
the angle between the transmission axis of the polarizer
and the polarization orientation of the fluorescence.
Thus, the shape of the Hanle effect signal with the

magnetic field being swept through zero depends on the
orientation of the polarizer. As shown in Figure 4, the
Hanle effect signals have a Lorentzian shape for α = 0
or π

2 and a dispersion shape for α = π

4 or 3π
4 while the

magnetic field is swept though zero. The reason for the
incomplete dispersion shape is that the increasing Zee-
man splitting with the increasing magnetic field decreases
the signal intensity within the finite Doppler broadened
spectra.
With the fixed 423 nm fluorescence, we detect the

657 nm saturation spectroscopy signal by the ”cat eye”
structure. In Figure 5, the detected 657 nm satura-
tion spectroscopy intensity with the ŷ−direction polar-
ization of the 423 nm detection laser is 20.4 times larger
than 657 nm saturation spectroscopy intensity with the
x̂−direction polarization of the 423 nm detection laser,
which will bring one order of magnitude improvement in
the performance of Ca atomic beam optical frequency
standard.
Based on the Hanle effect in Ca atomic beam optical

frequency standard, the most effective fluorescence col-
lection geometry as shown in Figure 2 is that the 423 nm
detection laser should be polarized in ŷ−direction while
the magnetic field and the PMT is in the x̂−direction.
An optimized polarization orientation of the detection
laser should be chosen for a fixed magnetic field direction
and detector position, or an optimized detector position

FIG. 5. The detected 657 nm optical frequency standard sig-
nal by using 423 nm electron-shelving method in Ca atomic
beam optical frequency standard with and without optimized
Hanle detection configuration. The 657 nm light is from the
semiconductor laser.

should be chosen for a fixed magnetic field direction and
polarization orientation of the detection laser in a settled
optical clock. The basic principle of the Hanle detection
configuration is to set the PMT at the plane which is per-
pendicular to the polarization direction of the detection
laser which is parallel to the magnetic field direction, or
at the position along the magnetic field direction while
the magnetic field direction is perpendicular to the po-
larization direction of the detection laser. Besides, we
design a fluorescence collection structure for increasing
the solid angle of the fluorescence collection in the com-
pact Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard.

In Figure 2, the cylinder fluorescence collection struc-
ture with two through-holes in the dashed box is added.
In the bottom of the cylinder, there is a 95% reflection
concave mirror. Also, in the top of the cylinder, there
is a 95% reflection concave mirror with a hole for the
output of the fluorescence to PMT. The two reflection
mirrors increase the solid angle of the fluorescence col-
lection and average out spatial fluorescence distribution
of the Hanle effect. Comparing with the Figure 3, the re-
sults show that the detected fluorescence intensity with
the ŷ−direction polarization of the detection laser is only
1.3 times larger than the detected fluorescence intensity
with the x̂−direction polarization of the detection laser.
The influence of the Hanle effect is averaged.

Currently, the best performance of optical lattice
clocks has reached 10−18 stability and uncertainty17,18.
In order to further improve the performance of the op-
tical lattice clock, the improved fluorescence collection
rate will be helpful17–20. A normal fluorescence collec-
tion configuration of electron-shelving method in optical
lattice clock19 is shown in Figure 6, where two counter-
propagation detection lasers are circular polarization and
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FIG. 6. A normal fluorescence collection configuration of
electron-shelving method in Sr optical lattice clock.

in opposite polarization orientation. In this case, the de-
tection laser can be taken as a linear polarization laser
and rotates around the propagation of the laser. The
maximum fluorescence intensity is in the propagation di-
rection of the detection laser. When the PMT is set to
the position in Figure 6, only half of the fluorescence in-
tensity is detected. If we use an independent linearly
polarization detection laser in optical lattice clocks17–20,
the most efficient Hanle detection configuration is to set
the PMT at the plane which is perpendicular to the po-
larization direction of the detection laser which is parallel
to the magnetic field direction, or at the position along
the magnetic field direction while the magnetic field di-
rection is perpendicular to the polarization direction of
the detection laser. Or the second choice is the previous
configuration with the PMT in the propagation direction
of the detection laser. Otherwise, the fluorescence collec-
tion rate will decrease by more than one order of mag-
nitude with the inefficient geometry. Our experimental
results demonstrate the optimized Hanle detection geom-
etry can improve the fluorescence collection rate for the
optical lattice clock and further improve the performance
of the optical lattice clock.

In conclusion, due to the Hanle effect, the fluorescence
collection rate which changes 15.8 times is observed in
the compact Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard.
We thus propose the Hanle detection configuration of the
electron-shelving method for optical clocks with limited
solid angle of the fluorescence collection. The principle
of the Hanle detection is to set the PMT at the plane
which is perpendicular to the polarization direction of
the detection laser which is parallel to the magnetic field
direction, or at the position along the magnetic field di-
rection while the magnetic field direction is perpendicu-
lar to the polarization direction of the detection laser,
which is the most efficient Hanle detection configura-
tion. Also, one can use the δ± polarization detection

laser in counter-propagation direction with the PMT in
the propagation direction of the detection laser. With
the optimized Hanle detection configuration, the 657 nm
optical frequency standard signal intensity is improved
20 times, which will enhance the performance of the Ca
atomic beam optical frequency standard. It is effective
for the optical lattice clock, ion clock and quantum in-
formation experiments17–21,23,24. The optimized Hanle
detection configuration will be helpful to further improve
the performance of optical clocks17–20. Besides, we de-
sign a fluorescence collection structure to improve the
solid angle of the fluorescence collection in the compact
Ca atomic beam optical frequency standard and it aver-
ages the influence of the Hanle effect in the fluorescence
collection.
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